
1.  BRAVE BREWING CO - CLIFFORD 
 HOPPY RED ALE - 6.4% 300ML / 470ML   $9 / $11

Clifford is a classic, hoppy American style red ale. Full of fat, rich and toasty specialty malts and backed up 
with a generous pine and citrus hop hit.

2. BRAVE BREWING CO - PEOPLE’S PALE ALE
 CLASSIC AMERICAN PALE ALE - 5%               300ML / 470ML  $7 / $9
 A tip of the hat to the pioneering American Pale Ale’s of the 90s. Peoples Pale Ale uses the classic   
 Cascade/Centennial hop combo for a grapefruity hit, along with a generous dose of caramel malt to  
 balance. At 5% abv and a little less eccentric than modern takes, it makes for a great, sessionable   
 brewpub beer.
 
3. BRAVE BREWING CO - MILK STOUT
 MILK STOUT AGED ON CACAO NIBS - 6.2% 300ML / 470ML  $9 / $11

A soft and creamy stout brewed with lactose sugar and aged for a short period on Dominican cacao nibs.

4. BRAVE BREWING CO - PACIFIC WHEAT ALE
 AMERICAN WHEAT ALE – 4.5% 300ML / 470ML  $7 / $9

Brewed with Canterbury wheat and barley malts, Pacific Wheat Ale employs a neutral yeast strain for 
a clean finish. It is low on bitterness but packs in plenty of fruity hop character from a blend of NZ and 
Pacific Northwest hops.

5. BRAVE BREWING CO - EXTRA PALE ALE 
AMERICAN PALE ALE - 5.7%                                                                            300ML / 470ML  $7 / $9 
Our flagship beer and a Hastings classic, Extra Pale Ale is a celebration of tropical, citrussy & piney 
American hops. This beer is light bodied, bright, aromatic and hoppy.

6. BROTHER BEER (AUCKLAND) - PALE ALE 
 PALE ALE  - 5.5% 300ML / 470ML  $8.5 / $10.5

A perfect balance of well-rounded malt and fresh, citrusy NZ hops. Not too bitter, not too sweet-it’s just 
right

7.  PARROT DOG (WELLINGTON) - PANDEMONIUM
 PILSNER - 4.8% 300ML / 470ML  $8.5 / $10.5
 Our first-ever lager took flight among the ‘new world’ pilsners which put lively modern hop varieties onto  
 the crisp, light and refreshing body of the classics. Easy and approachable but still very satisfying

8. 8 WIRED (WARKWORTH) - SEMICONDUCTOR
 SESSION IPA – 4.4% 300ML / 470ML  $8 / $10
 A Session IPA brewed with a blend of US and NZ hops. IPAs are great but sometimes you just don’t want  
 the amount of alcohol that comes with most of the good ones. In this spirit we brewed Semiconductor. an  
 IPA designed to be drunk by the gallon, if you are that thirsty.

 9. PARROT DOG (WELLINGTON) - BITTER BITCH
 IPA - 5.8% 300ML / 470ML  $8.5 / $10.5
 Our troublesome original release, named for the problematic first brew day which hugely emphasised its  
 hop bitterness. It’s matured and evolved nicely over the years, with us. Big tropical hop flavour from local  
 varieties with strong bitterness from an English hop to honour its origins, all balanced by plenty of malt. 
 .
10.  NORTH END (WAIKANAE) - LA MURE
 SOUR FARMHOUSE ALE - 5% 300ML / 470ML  $8.5 / $10.5
 A sour farmhouse ale aged over local blackberries.   
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